
 

2017 Bypass Program 
As a climber who has participated in the Safety Briefing multiple times this season, you are eligible 

to participate in our Bypass Program.  Please answer the questions below, and demonstrate your 
knowledge of the equipment to an LIAP Staff Member.  If successful, you gain the advantage of 

climbing without going through the entire Safety Briefing Session and participating in select events 
throughout the season. 

Please answer the questions below: 

1.  What is a tweezle and what does it do? 

2.  What does it mean when you come to a blue tweezle?   Green Tweezle? 

3. How do you hold a zip line trolley? 

4. When you come to a zip line, what is the first thing to put on and the last to come off? 

5. When preparing to climb a ladder, what is the first thing that goes on? 

6. Before climbing up to Main Platform, what must you do? 

7. Before starting a course, what must you do? 

8. If you need assistance, who must you call? 

9. How many people are allowed on each platform?               Element? 

10. Are faster climbers allowed to pass slower climbers while in the trees?  If so, what is the most 
important thing to remember? 

Please describe the Adventure Park in one word: 

___________________________________



Name of Climber:         Age:  _________ 
   (PLEASE PRINT) 

Signature of Parent:  _____________________________  (If climber is under 18) 

Email Address:  ___________________________________________ (Special offers for Bypass Card 
Holders only!) 

Upon being issued your Bypass Card, you understand that this card is for you and you only!  If found that this 
card is being used by another participant, it will be confiscated and you will no longer be eligible for the 
program. 

Do you understand?  YES  NO  Signature:  

For Internal Use Only: 

___     Climber answered all of the questions correctly.   STAFF INITIALS: 

___     Showed proficiency with SSB’s and Trolley    STAFF INITIALS:  

Card must be presented to the Monitor every time before proceeding.  There is a $5 lost card fee.


